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Commutators of Diffeomorphisms1)

by John N. Mather

In this paper, we will show that certain groups of diffeomorphisms are perfect,
i.e., equal to their own commutator subgroups. Epstein has shown [2] that for quite
gênerai groups of homeomorphisms, the commutator subgroup is simple. In particular,
his resuit shows that for the groups of diffeomorphisms which we consider, the
commutator subgroup is simple. Combining his results with our resuit, we see that
the groups we consider are simple. In §7, we obtain a resuit concerning the connectivity
of Haefliger's classifying space for foliations as a corollary of our proof and a resuit
of Thurston [4].

We say an isotopy Ht of a space M has compact support if there is a compact set

K in M such that Ht(x) x for ail xeM-K and ail t.

Let M be a smooth manifold. We define Diff(M, r) to be the group of Cr

diffeomorphisms of M which are isotopic to the identity through compactly supported
Cr isotopies. Thus, any élément of Diff(M, r) has compact support. Our main resuit
is the following.

THEOREM 1. Ifoo>r^n + 2, then Diff(M, r) is perfect, where « dimM.
This is slighly différent from a resuit announced in [3], We will also prove the

resuit announced there.
The case r=oo of this theorem has previously been proved. For M=Tn, it is an

easy conséquence of a theorem due to J. Moser. The generalization to arbitrary
manifolds is due to Thurston [4].

As mentioned above, Theorem 1, and Epstein's resuit imply:

COROLLARY. // oo >r^w + 2, then Diff (M, r) is simple.

Actually, Theorem 1 is an immédiate conséquence of the spécial case when

M=Rn. For, any member h of Diff (M, r) can be decomposed as a product :

where for each gt there is an open subset Ut of M, diffeomorphic to R", such that gt
is the identity outside Ui9 and gt \ Ut is in Diff (Uh r). Then the spécial case of the

theorem implies each gt is a product of commutators, and it follows that h is a product
of commutators.

Theorem 1 is a conséquence of Theorem 2, stated in §2.

This research was partially supported by NSF grant GP 31359X-1.
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The question of simplicity of groups of homeomorphisms has generated a fair
amount of interest and number of papers. See Epstein [2] for older références. See

Thurston [4] for more récent références on simplicity of groups of homeomorphisms.
See also Thurston [5] for an interesting resuit concerning volume preserving
diffeomorphisms.

§1. Moduli of Continuity

The results which we will actually prove are refinements of the results stated in
the previous section. In fact, we will need to prove thèse refinements to prove the
results stated there. To state the refinements we need the notion of a modulus of
continuity.

DEFINITION. A modulus of continuity is a continuous strictly increasing real-
valued function a defined on an interval [0, g], where e>05 such that a(0)=0, and

a(tx)^t<x(x) for any xe[0, e] and t>l, such that txe[Q, e].

DEFINITION. A mapping f:X-+ Y of metric spaces is a-continuous if there
exists C, e' with C>0, s>e'>0 such that for any x, yeX satisfying dist. (x, y)^s\
we hâve

dist. (f(x)9f(y))<C* (dist. (xty)).

We say/is locally a-continuous if each point xeX has a neighborhood U such that

/ | U is a-continuous.
For example, if a(x) x, then/is a-continuous if and only if it is Lipschitz. If

oc(x)=xp, where 0</?< 1, then/is a-continuous if and only if it is Hôlder continuous
with Hôlder constant /?.

SUMS. Let X be a metric space and Y a normed vector space. If/, g: X-+ Y are

a-continuous, then so is their sum.

COMPOSITION. Consider mappings of metric spaces X-* F-» Z. If/ is
a-continuous and g is Lipschitz, or/is Lipschitz and g is a-continuous, then g°/is
a-continuous. However, in gênerai the composition of a-continuous mappings is not a-
continuous.

PRODUCTS. Consider a bilinear mapping B:YxZ-+JV of normed vector

spaces. If/:X-»Fand g:X-*Z are mappings, we define their "product" fg:X-* W
by fg (x)=B(f (x)9 g(x)). If/and g are a-continuous, and their images are bounded,
then fg is a-continuous. This is because if Yo and Zo are bounded sets in Y and Z,
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respectively, then B\ Yo x Zo is Lipschitz, so we can apply our remarks about
composition tofg=Bo (/, g).

§2. Mappings of Class Cr"

We will say a mapping from an open set in R" to Rp is of class Cr> * if it is of class

C and its rth derivative is locally a-continuous. When r=oo, Cra will mean C00.

We can extend this notion to mappings between smooth manifolds in the usual way.
The class Cr>* has a number of properties which will be useful in what follows.

SUMS and PRODUCTS. If we form sums and products of mappings as in the

previous section, we find that sums and products of Cr> a mappings are C'a.

COMPOSITION. If r$s 1, any composition of Cra mappings is Cr a. The proof
is slightly différent in the cases r= 1 and r> 1.

In the case r=l, we use the formula D(fog) (x)=Df(g(x))-Dg(x), or

Then Dfog is the composition of a locally a-continuous mapping and a C1 mapping,
and is therefore locally a-continuous. Therefore D(fog) is the "product" of locally
a-continuous mappings, so it is itself locally a-continuous.

In the case r>l, we use the formula for the rth derivative of a composition:

& (f°g) {Drfog) • (Dg)r + {Dfog) • Drg+other terms, (2)

where each of the other terms has the form

^ (3)

with C an integer, 1 </<r, 1 <.jh and^ + ••• + jt=r.
The sum of the "other terms" is C1. It follows that Dr(fog) is the sum of locally

a-continuous mappings, and is therefore itself locally a-continuous.

INVERSES. If r^l, any C1 inverse of a Cr>* mapping is C1*'*. If E and F are
Banach spaces, we let Iso (E, F) dénote the space of isomorphisms of E into F. We let

be defined by Inv(<p)=<p"1. Then Inv is C00 and for a C1 invertible mapping/, we

haveDC/"1) W=(i)/(/~1(x))-1 or

1. (3)
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It is well known that if/is C and has a Cl inverse, then its inverse is Cr. (In fact,
this is an easy conséquence of the above formula, and induction on r.) Now if/ is

Cra and has a C1 inverse we know that/"1 is C, that Dfis Cr~1)<x, and that Inv
is C00, so we get from the above formula that D(f ~x) is C"1'a. Hence/ ~* is <7'a.

DEFINITION. If M is a smooth manifold, we let Diff (M, r, a) be the group of
Cr> a diffeomorphisms of M which are isotopic to the identity through compactly
supported Cf a isotopies.

The following is our refinement of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. If oo>r^n + 2, and a is a modulus of continuity, or r n-f 1 and
<x(x) xp for some 0<j8< 1, f/ie/2 Diff (M, r, a) is perfect, where « dimM.

Note that Theorem 1 is an immédiate conséquence, since

Diff(M, r)= U Diff(M, r, a),
a

where the union is taken over ail moduli of continuity.
The case <x(x)=x of this theorem is theorem of our announcement [3].
From Epstein's theorem [2], we get:

COROLLARY. If co>r^n + 2, and a is a modulus of continuity, or r=n 4-1, and

(x(x) xp for some 0<j8^ 1, then Diff(M, r, a) is simple.
Of course, just as it is enough to prove Theorem 1 for the case M=RW, it is enough

to prove Theorem 2 for the case M=RW, to obtain the gênerai resuit. We reduce the

proof in §3 to the construction of certain mappings ¥^,4. The mappings are construct-
ed in subséquent sections.

§3. Strategy of the Proof

In this section, we discuss the strategy of the proof of Theorem 2 in the case

M=Rn and r<oo. The idea is to construct lots of conjugate éléments. Roughly
speaking, if we can find enough pairs of conjugate éléments in a group, then it is

perfect. If u is an élément in a group, we will dénote its image in the commutator
quotient group by [w]. If u and v are conjugate, then [w] [t?].

Let A>\. Let

and -
Thus each DiA is a rectilinear parallelpiped and DnAc:Dn^itAc:^(=.DOtA. The
rectilinear parallelpipeds Dt-ltA and DiA hâve the same width in ail coordinates
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but the ith coordinate. We note Dn A is independent of A. We will write Dn Dn A.
The main technical step in the proof is the construction of certain mappings Wt A

of function spaces, and the proof of a number of properties of the WitA. If X is a
subset of topological space, we let intZ dénote the interior of X. The domain of
WiA is a C1 neighborhood of the identity in the space of C1 diffeomorphisms of Rw

with support in miDi^ltA. The range of Wt A is the set of C1 diffeomorphisms of Rw

with support in intDiA. Hère, we list the properties we will show Wt A to hâve.

3.1. Properties of WiA
1) ^iri,A(îd) id, where id dénotes the identity mapping of RM.

2) If u is Cra, then so is TitA(u). (Hence, if m is C, then so is WitA(u).)
3) The restriction of WiA to the set of C diffeomorphisms in its domain is con-

tinuous with respect to the Cr topologies on its domain and range.
4) If u is in the domain of Wit A then u is isotopic to the identity through an isotopy

with support in intDi^lA and *PitA(u) is isotopic to the identity through an isotopy
with support in intDiA.

Notice that if we hâve constructed a mapping WiA satisfying (l)-(3), then by
replacing the domain of WiA by a possibly smaller neighborhood of id, we can

arrange for (4) to hold. Notice also that (2) and (4) imply that if u is in the domain of
WitA and u is C\ then u, VitA(u)eDiiï(Rn, r, a).

5) If u is in the domain of WiA and u is Cr>a, then

in the commutator quotient group of Diff (Rn, r, a).
The last property of ÎFf}^ that we need is expressed in terms of pseudo-norms on

the space of Cr>a mappings. If u is a Cr'a mapping from an open set U in R" into
Rp, and the domain of a is [0, e], we let

Note that if a' is the restriction of a to a possibly smaller interval, then
II II

r, «i^ll ||r,a for some A>0, provided t/is convex.

If u is a Cr'* diffeomorphism of Rn with compact support, we set

Thus A*r.«(f#)=IMIr.« if r>l.
6) There exists <5>0, C>0 such that
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if m is of class Cr>a, lies in the domain of WiA, and satisfies iirta(u)<ô. Moreover,
C is independent of A.

However, S dépends on r, a, n9 and A, and C dépends on r, a, and n.

In the rest of this section, we finish the proof of Theorem 2, assuming the existence
of WiA satisfying (l)-(6). Consider /eDiff(R", r, a) with support in intDnA. We
wish to show / is in the commutator subgroup if it is sufficiently close to id.

We let A:Rn-+Rn dénote the mapping defined by A(x) A-x. For any
weDiff (RM, r, a) with support in intDM, we try to define

u0 AfuA ~~i

«1 ^1, A M

If u and/are sufficiently close to the identity in the C1 topology, thèse will actually be

defined, by properties (l)-(3) of WitA.

It is easily seen that u0 is conjugate to fu in Diff(R", r, a). For, we can choose

JeDiff(Rw, r, a) such that Â | Dn=A, and then we hâve

uo=ÂfuÂ~1.

Thus, [wo]= \_fu\ in the commutator quotient group of Diff(R", r, a). Thus

[/«]=[«-]• (•)

LEMMA. Suppose « + 2<r<oo, or r n+\ and a(x) x/î for some 0</?<l.
There exists Ao such that if A^A0, then for e>0 sufficiently small, fir>a(u)^e and

We will prove this lemma below. Assuming it, we can give a very quick proof
of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let Be dénote the set of weDiif (Rw, r, a) with support in
intDn such that nra(u)^e. If s is sufficiently small, the mapping wh-> w — id is a bijection
ofBe onto the set 2?g of Cr> a mappings v:Rn -» R"with support in intZ)n and firta(v)^e-
Moreover the mapping uv-*u — id is a homeomorphism with respect to the C topol-
ogies. The set B'E is compact with respect to the Cr topology, by Ascoli's theorem,
and is convex. Therefore by the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem [1, V. 10.5], it has the
fixed point property, for mappings which are continuous with respect to the C
topology.

Since Be is homeomorphic to B't, it also has the fixed point property for mappings
which are continuous with respect to the C topology.
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Now choose A sufficiently large and s sufficiently small so that the lemma holds.

Let/el?e, and for any ueBe, let uO9...9 un be defined as above. We will write 6f(u)
for ww. This defines a mapping 0f of Be into itself by the lemma. By property (3) of
WiA, the mapping 6f is continuous, with respect to the Cr topology. Therefore 0f
has a fixed point.

Let u be a fixed point of 9f. Then, by we hâve

or

In other words,/is in the commutator subgroup of Diff(R", r, a).
Since / is an arbitrary élément of Be, we hâve shown that every élément of Be

is in the commutator subgroup. But, Diff(Rn, r, a) is generated by conjugates of
éléments of BB9 so we obtain the desired resuit. Q.E.D.

Proof of the Lemma. We start by proving an estimate which we will use later.
Let K be a compact subset of Rn. Let r^ 1 and let a be a modulus of continuity. Then
there exist <5>0 (small) and C>0 (large) such that the following holds. Let/,g be

C'* diffeomorphisms of Rw whose rth derivatives vanish outside K, and suppose

(0

In the case r=l, this estimate is an easy conséquence of formula (1) in §2. In the

case r> 1, it is an easy conséquence of formula (2) in §2.

From this estimate, we hâve that if e>0 is sufficiently small, and the hypothèses

/ir>a(w)<e and A*r,a(/)<e of the lemma are satisfied, then

From the définition of u0, we hâve

and

/^(t/o)^1-'-<Ka(/W) if

Thus

if
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From condition (6) on the mappings *FitA9 and the définition of uu...,un9 it
follows that if e > 0 is sufficiently small, then

'^+"e, if a(x) ^,
where C is the number appearing in (6). Under the hypothesis of the lemma, the

exponent of A is négative, so by taking A sufficiently large, we can arrange that

(in the case r^n + 2) or

(in the case r n+\ and ol(x)=xp). In either case, we hâve /xr,a(wn)<e. Q.E.D.

§4. A Criterion of Conjugacy

By the previous section, in order to prove Theorem 2, it is enough to construct
the mappings WiA having properties (l)-(6). Hère we want to focus on property (5).
The diffeomorphisms in the domain of WiA hâve support in intDi^itA and the

diffeomorphisms in the range of YiA hâve support in mtDi$A. Thus, to construct

TiAi we need at least to solve the following problem: given u with support in
intDf-i tA9 find v with support in intDiA such that [w] [t?].

Our method is to construct an auxiliary diffeomorphism xi9 and then for given u

with support in intZ>f_1A to construct v with support in 'miDiA such that xtu is

conjugate to xtv. In this section, we consider a preliminary question: given u and v

satisfying suitable hypothèses, find sufficient conditions for xtu and xtv to be conjugate
in the group Diff(Rn, r, a).

CONSTRUCTION of xt. If X is a vector field which générâtes a one-parameter

group {(pt), we let çxpX=<pv We call expX the exponential of X.
Let ^ be a C°° non-negative function on R whose support is a finite interval.

Suppose ^ 1 on [-2,4, 2A~\. Let Q(x)=Qi(x1)—Q1(xn) for any x=(xi9..., xn)eW.
Welet

where dt dénotes the unit vector field on R" in the direction of the ith coordinate.
We will also need another auxiliary mapping q>t.

CONSTRUCTION of (pt. We let (pt be the mapping which is uniquely characterized

by the following three conditions.
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a) dom<Pi= {xeRn:\xj\<2A for &j}.
b) (p

\fNote that b and c are compatible, since £ 1 on D0A.
Clearly <pt maps each line parallel to the xt axis into itself. Moreover imcpi is a

bounded subset of R", open in domcp;. In Figure 1 we hâve indicated schematically
the domain and image of q>± in R2, as well as D0A.

Jor*

Fig. 1.

DEFINITION of T{. Let Tt dénote the unit translation in the /th. coordinate:

Since ri exp(3i), xi Qxp(QÔi) it follows from the définition of cpt that

DEFINITION of Vt. Let <gi dénote the set oî (xi,...,9i,...9 xn), where each Xj
is a real number and 6( is a real number mod. 1. Let tc :Rn -?#j dénote the projection.

DEFINITION of rj. Let w be a diffeomorphism of R", close to the identity,
with support in Do. We define rl=T\\<ê',->«', as follows. Let Q^i and let xeR"
be such that n(x)=99 and xf<-2^. If for someyV*, we hâve |^|>2i4, we let

ru(0)=O. Otherwise, we choose a positive integer N so large that (7»* (x)i>2A,
and let
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It is possible to choose such an N if u is sufficiently close to the identity. Then Fu is a

C'a diffeomorphism of tfl9 if u is of class Cr>a, and sufficiently close to id.

DEFINITION of ^. Let ^ ^r'a dénote the group of Cra diffeomorphisms h

of <€x such that

h{xu...y #„..., xn)j hj(xu...9 xt-u xl+1,..., xn)9 j^i

where /z/R"-1 ->R and flrR""1 ~>R/Z.

LEMMA. Suppose u, v are Cra diffeomorphisms of Rn which hâve support in

intZ>0>A. If u and v are C1 close to the identity and rurM~1e^, then xtu and xvv are

conjugate éléments of the group Diff (Rn, r, a).

Proof. The assumptions that u is C1 close to id and has support in \ntD0A imply
that for any xeRn, there exists a positive integer Af such that (Ttu)~N (x)t< —2A.

For any xeRn9 we choose N so that this inequahty holds, and let

A(x)=(T,vy (T,u)-N(x).

Clearly, since v also has support m intD0A, this is independent of N. Moreover,
A is a C'x diffeomorphism of Rw. Its inverse is given by

for large N.
It is easily venfied that

Clearly A(x) x if \Xj\^2A for someyV*' or xt< —2A. Furthermore,

ifxt>2A.
From this and the hypothesis that rvr~ie@, we get:
a) If j^i, then there exists a mapping /1J:R/I~1 -?R such that

ifxt>2A.
b) There exists a mapping ^rR""1 -»R such that
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Welet

if jc'eR""1. Clearly A' is of class Cr>a and equal to the identity outside of the set

{\xj\>2A9j^i}. It is easily seen that if u and v are close to the identity, then A' is

close to the identity, and there is a Cr' * isotopy {A't} of A' to the identity, with support
in the set {\Xj\<2AJ^i}. Thus A'0=Af and yli=id. We may (and do) assume that

if we extend A't by setting A!t-=A' for f<0 and A't id for />1, then the mapping

(x9t)->A't(x):Rn-1xR-+RH~1

is of class Cf>a.

Let 2?>0 be such that £=0 for xt>B— 1, where q is the function which appears
in the construction of rf. We define a mapping X of Rn into itself, as follows.

X(x) (piAcpf1(x), xeiriMpi

(x),),

=x otherwise.

Hère, ^^(x!,..., if,..., jcn). In the second équation above p(x) is defined to be

/?(*'). In the second and third équations above, we hâve abused notation by writing
the ith coordinate last.

We will show that X is the conjugating diffeomorphism. First, we hâve to verify
that X is well-defined and of class Cr> *. Before we begin the vérifications, we recall
that

In Fig. 1, we hâve indicated the relation between thèse sets schematically, in the case

n=2, ï=1. Recall ç>j=id on Do.
The only x for which we hâve given two différent définitions of X(x) are those x

for which xeim(pt and lA^x^B. But

and

by the définition of q>t and %t. Furthermore <pt maps each line parallel to the xraxis
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into itself, and p is independent of xt. The équation

follows immediately.
It is clear that k is Cr>oc on im<Pi. On the other hand, k(x) x if xt< — 2A9 and it

is clear from our définition that k(x) is Cra on {xi>2A}ndom<ph so k is Cra on
domcpi. Since A(x)=x outside dom^ it is Cr>a on the complément of dom<^. But
k(x)=x also in a neighborhood of any boundary point of dom^, so it is Cra there
also.

It is clear k has compact support. In fact

It is also clear from the defining formulas for k that it is an immersion. Moreover,
by taking u and v close enough to the identity (with respect to the C1 topology) we
can arrange for k to be arbitrarily close to the identity. But, if k is sufficiently near the

identity, then keDiïï(Rw, r, oc).

Ail that remains to show is that k conjugates xtu and xtv. We assert

kx-uk^^xp. (2)

To begin with, im^ is invariant under k, xh and w. It is invariant under k because

of the définition of A, under xt because of the définition of q>i9 and under u because

Moreover,

by the définition of (ph and

because suppwczD0. Hence, conjugating équation (1) by q>h we get that (2) holds

on imçv
From our assumption that {(?>0} is convex, it follows that rf=id on dorn*^ —

imcpf. We hâve Tiu=riv Ti outside im<pf, and it is clear that k commutes with x{

there, since A=id outside dom<Pf and T; id on dom<pf--im(p/. This proves (2).
Q.E.D.

§5. Construction of the Mappings WiA

We consider again the problem: given u with support in inti)f_lfil, find v with
support in intDiA such that xtu and x-p are conjugate. In the previous section, we
found sufficient conditions for xtu and xtv to be conjugate. In this section, we construct,
for u sufficiently close to the identity, ay= ^itA(u) satisfying thèse conditions.
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We will assume in this section that u is a C1 diffeomorphism ofR", supp uc int D{ _ 1,
and w is C1 close to the identity.

DEFINITION of h. We let h be the unique diffeomorphism of <€i onto itself
which is the identity on the subset {0;=O} of ^ and satisfies h(rluy1e@. It is easily
seen that if u is sufficiently close to the identity there is one and only one such

diffeomorphism h.

DEFINITION of h09 hv Since <ïf R"/Z, the manifold <€i has the structure of an
abelian Lie group, induced by the group structure on R". We use " + " for the group
opération. We add mappings into <€i pointwise.

\îh is sufficiently close to the identity, we can lift h — id to a mapping yi^-^R",
such that 7iy /?-id, and ||y(0)||<l for ail 0e*f,. Here 7r:R"->^ dénotes the
projection, as in the previous section.

We let £ be a C00 bump function on the circle R/Z. We require that Ç be equal
to 1 on a neighborhood of Omod. 1, equal to 0 in a neighborhood of 1/2 mod. 1

and that O^Ç^l everywhere.
Welet

If h is close to the identity, then so are h0 and hl9 so they are diffeomorphisms of ^f.
Clearly

h0 is the identity in a neighborhood of the set of (xu...90i9...9 xn) such that #,=
1/2 mod. 1 and ht is the identity in a neighborhood of the set of (xl9..., 9h..., xn)

such that 9i 0 mod. 1.

CONSTRUCTION of v. Let E. be the set of (xl9...9xn) in Rn such that

-3/2<jC|< -1/2, and let E+ be the set of (xl9...9 xn) in R" such that 0<jc,< 1. We
let v | R" -E--E+ =id. We let v | £"_ be the unique diffeomorphism of £"_ into itself
such that ni? | £_ =/ï0^ | £"-? We let u | £"+ be the unique diffeomorphism of E+ into
itself such that nv | jE"+ =A17r | £"+.

Of the properties (l)-(6) of WiA listed in §3, properties (l)-(3) are easy to see.

The vérification of thèse properties will be omitted. As noted there, we can arrange
for property (4) to hold by replacing the domain of WiA with a possibly smaller

neighborhood of the identity.
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To prove property (5), ît îs enough to notice that if u îs of class C * then xtu and

rxv are conjugate in Diff (Rn, r, a) But ît îs easily seen that rlv h Hence rlv{rlu)~le($,
and ît follows from the lemma in the previous section that xtu and xxv are conjugate.

§6. Property (6)

In this section, we complète the vérification that the mappings Wx A hâve the

properties listed in §3 The only property we hâve not venfied îs (6)
Before we begin the vérification of (6), we introduce some more notation
The projection mappmg n Rn -> <&x gives us a preferred System of coordinates in

a neighborhood of any point of <€x The transition mappings between différent co-
ordinate Systems which we obtain in this way are ail translations. It follows that the

rth denvative of any Cr mapping of *€
x into îtself îs defined mdependently of the choice

of preferred coordinate System The rth denvative of such a mapping v îs a mapping
Drv.c€

x -» SLr(Rn, Rw) of *€x into the space of symmetnc r-hnear mappings of R" into
îtself If v vanishes outside of a compact subset of #„ we define ||t;||ra by the same
formula as we used to define ||w||r a in §3, but with U replaced by (€x and u replaced
by u If v îs the îdentity outside a compact subset of #„ we define nra(v)= \\v — id||r>a

There are three steps in the proof of (6) m § 3 In step 1, we show if i/isC a and

sufficiently near the îdentity, then

In step 2, we show that if u îs Cr* * and sufficiently near the îdentity, then

(rH), (2)

where h îs the diffeomorphism of %>
x
constructed m the previous section.

In step 3, we show that there exists a constant Ct>0, independent of A> such that
if u îs sufficiently near the îdentity, then

A*r.«(^M(«))<C'1/ir>8(A) (3)

Then (6) of §3 follows, with C=2\CX
Step 1 From the estimate (f) m §3, it follows that if N îs a positive integer, then

there exists <5>0, such that if u has support in mtDx-1 and /*r,a(w)<<5, then

Hence
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where N is large enough so that for any 0e^ there exists xeRn such that n(x) 6,

xt< -2A, and (Ttu)N (x)t>2A.
We can take N to be any integer ^4A + 2,ifu is close enough to the identity. In

particular, we can suppose N+1 < AA+4. Hence

Since A^ 1, the inequality (1) follows.
Step 2. We recall that h is the unique diffeomorphism such that h is the identity on

{0f=O} and hr~1e&. Let g=hr~1. Then g"1 is the unique élément of & which
equals Fu on {0f=O}. It follows easily that

(We are assuming Rrt is provided with the norm \\(xl9...9 xn)\\=\x1\ + '~ + \xH\.) On
the other hand, for any X> 1, we hâve

if g is in a sufficiently small C'* neighborhood of the identity, depending on L Since

h=gFU9 the inequality (2) follows immédiate ly, for u in a sufficiently small Cr'a

neighborhood of the identity.
Step 3. From the définition of v=Wi(u) in the previous section, it is clear that

Moreover, if A> 1, and u (and therefore also h) is in a sufficiently small Cr>a neighborhood

of the identity, then

since hx—hh"^1. Thus, it is enough to estimate firt<x(h0) in terms of //fi8(ii).

In view of the définition of Ao and Leibniz's formula for the derivative of a product,
it is enough to prove the following assertion. There exists C>0 such that

if A is a Cr%a mapping of ^ into itself which is the identity outside a compact set,

and is also the identity on {0i=O}. However, this is an easy conséquence of de-

creasing induction on s9 the mean value theorem, and the fact that every point of ^t
is of distance <l/2 to the set {0,=O}.

This concludes the vérification of the properties of WiA which were listed in §3.

Thus, we hâve completed the proof of Theorem 2.
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§7. Application to Haefliger's Classifying Space

Let FFrn dénote Haefliger's classifying space for C foliations of codimension n
with framed normal bundle. What we hâve done and known results show that FFrn is

(n+l)-connected for oo>r^w + 2. This was already known by Thurston's work for
r= oo. We also get that Frrn'a is (n+ l)-connected, under the hypothèses of Theorem 2.

There are two known results that we need. One is Haefliger's theorem that FFrn is

w-connected.

The other is a theorem of Thurston that was announced in [4]. To state this
theorem, we need to introduce some more définitions. If G is a topological group,
we let Gô dénote G with the discrète topology. We let G dénote the homotopy theoretic
fiber of the identity mapping Gô -> G. In the usual realization, this is the space of paths
emanating from the origin, topologized with the topology generated by the compact-
open topology and the discrète topology on end-points. It is a topological group.

We think of Diff(Rn, r) as the direct limit of its subgroups consisting of
diffeomorphisms having support in open balls, and topologize it with the direct limit
topology. According to Thurston [4], there is a mapping

B~Dïk(Rn,r)-+QnFrrn

which induces isomorphism in integer homology. It follows that FFrn is (n -f 1 )-
connected if and only if

if1(5Diff(Rn,r)) 0. (1)

We assert that what we hâve done in this paper shows that this homology group
vanishes.

In the notation of §3, let u be a fixed point of 6f. We hâve shown,

where X{ is a suitable élément of Diff(R", r). Moreover, since u is a fixed point of 9f,
we hâve un — u. Hère A and xt are fixed éléments of Diff(Rn, r), given in advance. By

restricting/to lie in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the identity, we can arrange
for the Ui and Xt to lie in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the identity. From thèse

facts, it follows easily that (1) holds.
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